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For many sports fans there's no such thing as too much hockey. And in I Spy with My Little Eye

Hockey, young readers get double the fun. Matt Napier, author of Z is for Zamboni: A Hockey

Alphabet, teams up with photographer David Milne to create a visual puzzle book that challenges

the deductive skills and sharp eyes of young readers. Dual look-alike photographs are filled with

hockey masks, sticks, pucks, even miniature ice rinks and trading cards. But one of the scenes has

been slightly altered. Can you see the changes? How many can you find? Poetic clues help young

fans and seasoned veterans find the various differences between each pair of scenes. From the

number of Zambonis on the ice to the sweaters hung in a locker room, hockey fans of all ages will

enjoy this new way of spying the game!Matt Napier is the author of the bestselling Z is for Zamboni:

A Hockey Alphabet and Hat Tricks Count: A Hockey Number Book. The son of a professional

hockey player, Matt was born in Montreal, Quebec. He is a recent law school graduate and lives in

Toronto. David Milne is a third-generation photographer in Toronto, Canada. He studied at Brooks

Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara, California. David photographs art for numerous galleries

and artists, corporate portraits, products and all types of events. Travel photography is his passion.
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I bought this for my son. he plays and loves hockey, and he loves I Spy books, so when he got this



he was pretty excited. It is different than the I Spy books we are used to. Instead of finding objects,

you are finding the differences between the 2 pages. Its different but we like it.

So Cute! Each page has a somewhat different activity (find and count; find the differences). Great

for a hockey loving toddler. As you can assume with an "I Spy" book, not may words, but great

pictures. My 2.5 year old LOVES this book and so do we. Very interactive.

I like its just not an "I SPY" book like i thougth i wish i would have read more on it, its a find the

differences book so not what i thought i was getting. still its a book about hockey and thats just fine

in our home!

Our 2 1//2 year old grandson is obsessed with Hockey. He loves this book and having his Canadian

Dad read it to him. Sometimes when he disappears for a few minutes I find him with this book, just

looking at the pictures!

We bought this book for a friend so we didn't use it for long but I did take a peek before sending it

on. Seemed like a fun read but one of the pages was a bit torn and I didn't have time to deal with

sending it back and waiting for a new one.

Not what I expected. My five year old loves I Spy books, but in this one you don't find objects you

find what's different between the two pages and the pages are very busy.Sorry I purchased it.

This is a wonderful book for a child. This was a present for my six year old son. It is a good way to

spend time with him. He likes trying to find the items faster than me.

has a variety of pictures....Zambonis, trophies, sticks, action, etc to see the differences from one

side to the other...great for nonreaders
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